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This file will show how the code works with dummy text use this command
to make bold, this coding adjusts everything nicely this code for underlining.
This document is usually saved in pdf format hence we do not need pdf converter
for submission of manuscript
Double back slash is used if you want to write text in new line. 1

1 First main heading

All headings are automatically numbered, hence we do not have to adjust the
numbers if we are adding a new heading in the document (some Italic text) It
uses standard font size for the title and the heading so we do not have to worry.

1.1 First sub heading

Even the paragraphs are aligned with standard font type and size. But we can
change it if we have some special requirement by the journal.

1.1.1 First sub sub heading

Usually we only go this deep in the heading structure, and LaTeX makes sure it
is correctly numbered. LaTeX had another advantage that it can link with the
statistical software such that if there is a change in the results then the results
table in this document will automatically be changed, we do not have to come
and type it again. Following is the code to write some points in bullets.

• Item 1 in bullet

• Item 2 in bullet

This bullets have spaced nicely and they are indented too all of it is automati-
cally done
now we build table where l for left r for right and c for centre alignment, this

1we can have footnote using this code
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way we make tables it will be a 2 row 3 column table and first column will be
left aligned, second will be right aligned and the third will be centre aligned and
the & sign is the separator between the cells.

a b c
e f &

now we are making biblography
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